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Apparent Barrier Height in Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Revisited
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The apparent barrier heightfap, that is, the rate of change of the logarithm of the conductance with
tip-sample separation in a scanning tunneling microscope (STM), has been measured for Ni, Pt, and
Au single crystal surfaces. The results show thatfap is constant until point contact is reached rather
than decreasing at small tunneling gap distances, as previously reported. The findings forfap can be
accounted for theoretically by including the relaxations of the tip-surface junction in an STM due to
the strong adhesive forces at close proximity. These relaxation effects are shown also to be generally
relevant under imaging conditions at metal surfaces.
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Although the scanning tunneling microscope (STM)
now is a well established and powerful instrument f
the atomic scale imaging of clean and adsorbate cove
surfaces, detailed information on the tunneling barrier a
in particular on the barrier height is still very scarce. A
a consequence of this, the existing STM theories are
not able to account quantitatively for the experimen
STM images, e.g., the measured corrugation heights
their variation with tip-surface distance, even for a clea
unreconstructed metal surface. It has been pointed
ever since the pioneering study by Binnig, Roher, a
coworkers [1] that information on the tunneling barri
could be used to give information on, e.g., the chemi
specificity of the surface, the local electronic charg
and band-bending effects on semiconductor surfaces
number of different ways to extract information on th
tunneling barrier have been presented. In a simple o
dimensional tunneling model, the tunneling conductan
Gt in STM can be written as

Gt  ItyVt ~ exps21.025
q

f̄ zd seV and Åd , (1)

where It and Vt are the tunneling current and voltag
respectively,f̄ is the average barrier height, andz is the
tip-surface distance. Motivated by this equation, it h
been generally accepted to define an apparent barrier he
as

fap 

µ
1

1.025
dslnGtd

dz

∂2

. (2)

It is clear from Eq. (2) thatfap can be obtained by
measuring, or calculating,Gt as a function ofz. How-
ever, conflicting experimental conclusions regarding
behavior offap as a function of gap distance have be
reported in the past. In most studies, it is concluded t
fap decreases forz # 6 Å [2–5]. On the other hand,
Dürig, Züger, and Pohl found, in the case of an Ir ti
sample system, thatfap is constant all the way to poin
contact [6], a fact which was attributed to an increas
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participation of thed electrons in Ir at small tunneling
gap widths, accidentally counteracting the collapse of
barrier. It has also been reported that as the tip-surf
separation decreases,fap initially increases at a tip-surface
distance ofø2 Å followed by a sudden decrease within
fraction of an angstrom [7].

Theoretically, a detailed analysis of the apparent barr
height has been performed by Lang [8]. He has poin
out that it is of crucial importance to realize the atomis
three-dimensional nature of the problem when tip a
surface are in close proximity [8]. In this case, th
potential energy surface for the electrons between tip a
surface forms a narrow hole through which there is
direct barrier for tunneling. Nevertheless, an effecti
barrier arises because the constriction of the electro
motion in the direction perpendicular to the hole implie
a minimum kinetic energy associated with motion
this direction [8–10]. Taking these effects into accou
Lang calculatedIt for a fixed Vt within the local density
approximation (LDA) and found thatfap decreases below
the sample work functionF at z ø 6 Å and that it has
dropped by a factor of 2 atz ø 4 Å.

In this Letter, we present a comprehensive study offap

for Au, Ni, and Pt single crystal surfaces to try to clarif
the situation experimentally. We find for all the meta
studied thatfap does not decrease at small tunneling g
distances, as expected from Lang’s calculations, but ra
stays constant until a point contact between tip and surf
is established. It is demonstrated that when measuring
variation offap with tip-surface separation, it is of utmos
importance to measure the variation ofbothIt andVt, and
it is suggested that the neglect of the variation inVt may
be the cause of the previously conflicting experimen
results for fap. Furthermore, we present a theoretic
model, which shows that the decrease infap, as predicted
by Lang for a static STM geometry, is counterbalanc
by contributions due to adhesive forces between tip a
surface. This results in afap which is nearly constant as
© 1996 The American Physical Society 1485
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a function of tip-surface distance in accordance with t
experimental findings.

The experiments were performed on single crys
Ni(100), Pt(100), and Au(110) surfaces with a compa
high stability UHV STM [11]. Prior to an experiment
the clean surface is scanned in a constant-current mo
and atomic resolution is obtained with typical tunnelin
parametersIt ø 5 nA andVt ø 5 mV, which correspond
to a tunnel resistance of the order of1 MV, or equiva-
lently, a conductance of the order of1 mS (1 siemens 
1 V21). At a given preselected location in the usualx-y
scan, the feedback loop is opened and the indentatio
performed, that is, the tip is retractedø15 Å to a position
where it is allowed to relax forø 1 ms before it is driven
towards the surface at a rate ofø500 Åys. During this
approach of the tipIt, Vt, and thusGt are measured at
256 points (Fig. 1).

In this connection, it is important to realize that th
actual voltage across the junction (Vt) is not at all a
constant equal to the applied bias voltage (Vbias), but rather
decreases significantly as the tip-surface distance decre
[Fig. 1(a)]. This is due to the finite input impedance of th

FIG. 1. It, Vt (a), and corresponding conductanceGt (b)
measured during tip approach on Au(110). The resulting curv
for Ni(100) and Pt(100) are also shown in (b) (displace
horizontally 3 and 7 Å, respectively). For all three metals, th
conductance increases exponentially giving rise to a const
fap. If fap was deduced solely fromIt assuming a constant
Vt then one would reach the conclusion thatfap decreases from
5.1 to 0.3 eV during tip approach (c).
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current preamplifier (in the present case116 kV) since the
applied bias voltageVbias is divided between this input
impedance and the STM junction resistance, which c
be as low as,100 V at close proximity [12,13]. We
circumvent this problem by introducing a low noise (,
3 mVrms) high impedance (.1 TV) voltage preamplifier
which measuresVt directly across the tunnel junction.

For all three surfaces, it is found that the measur
values of Gt increase exponentially in the tunnelin
regime until a dramatic increase inGt sets in [Fig. 1(b)].
At this point, the adhesive forces become so strong t
tip and surface jump into point contact [14], and durin
the subsequent retraction of the tip from the surface
connective neck is formed [2,13,15,16]. It appears th
results such as those depicted in Fig. 1 are reproduc
only after several indentations have been performed sin
in this case, the original W tip is probably covered wi
a layer of substrate material, and thus we are effectiv
measuringfap for, e.g., a Au tip approaching a Au
surface. From the experimental findings, we conclu
that the measured apparent barrier heightfap stays
constant until point contact is established. The avera
values forfap deduced from more than 200 indentation
on each surface are4.7 6 1.0 eV for Au(110), 4.5 6

0.7 eV for Ni(100), and3.4 6 0.8 eV on Pt(100). The
stated uncertainties reflect variations infap from one
indentation to another due to tip geometry effects a
local variations offap within the surface unit cell.

It should be pointed out that we would have reach
an erroneous conclusion for thez dependence offap

had we not measuredVt directly but instead assumed
that Vt  Vbias during the indentation. From Fig. 1(c)
it is obvious that an evaluation offap exclusively from
variations inIt would result in afap which decreases as
the gap width is diminished as actually reported in seve
previous studies [2–5].

In the following, we shall compare our experiment
findings with the results of a conductance calculati
which includes the full three-dimensional character of t
electronic potential between tip and surface. This sta
calculation ofGt is carried out for a geometry similar to
the one used by Lang and Lang, Yacoby, and Imry [8,1
with a single atom between to jellium surfaces. The ti
surface separation, however, is obtained from a simulat
of the atomic structure of the junction.

The conductance calculation is carried out as follow
The electron density is calculated as a simple superp
tion of the density from a Au (tip) atom and from the tw
jellium surfaces withrs  3 bohrs, appropriate for Au.
The potential is then obtained from this electron dens
as the electrostatic potential plus the exchange-correla
term in an LDA approximation. For large tip sample se
arations, LDA will not describe the image potential e
fects well, but calculations for a jellium surface whic
go beyond LDA suggest that this will play only a mi
nor role at close tip-surface proximity [18]. The condu
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tance is calculated from the transmission coefficient
the motion of an electron from one jellium surface to t
other through the tip atom using the Landauer express
for ballistic electron transport [19]. This approach h
been discussed elsewhere in relation to point source e
sion [17] and conductance quantization in small conta
[9,13,20]. The transmission coefficient is calculated us
a recursive coupled-channel technique with a plane-w
basis set. The method is described in detail by Hirose
Tsukada [10,21].

In the conductance calculation, we use the actual
tances from the tip atom to the jellium surfaces as cal
lated from atomistic simulations. The tip is modeled
a pyramid shaped structure [see inset in Fig. 2(a)] c
sisting of nine Au(100) layers with1, 4, 9, . . . , and81
atoms, respectively. As a substrate we use a slab of
Au(100) layers with12 3 12 atoms in each layer. The
atoms in the three topmost layers of the tip and the th
bottom layers in the substrate are static. The interacti
between the atoms are described by potentials der
from the effective medium theory (EMT) [22]. These p
tentials, which have been used in studies of several m
surface properties including reconstructions and prem

FIG. 2. (a) The actual distance between the tip atom
surface as a function of the static distance (defined as
distance between tip atom and surface in the absence of
surface forces). The inset shows the configuration used in
simulation. (b) The calculated conductance as a function
the static distance in the case where relaxations are taken
account (full curve) and when they are not (dashed curve).
the latter curve, the corresponding apparent barrier height va
from about 3.5 eV at a separation of 6 Å to 0.6 eV at 3 Å.
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ing, describe small atomic displacements reasonably w
In the case of Au the calculated change in interatom
bond length between first and second layer atoms of
missing-row reconstructed (110) surface is, for examp
5.4% of the interlayer spacing which is quite close to th
experimental value of 5.0% [23].

In the simulations, the static part of the tip is lowere
towards the surface in steps of0.005 Å. Between each
step, the atomic positions are relaxed by a minimizati
procedure similar to steepest descent (see [24] for deta
For comparison, we have also performed molecular d
namics simulations of the tip-surface approach at 300
The results are rather similar to the ones obtained with t
minimization technique, but the jump to contact appea
about0.2 Å further from the surface in the finite tempera
ture simulations because of the thermal fluctuations. W
have also tried other tip geometries, e.g., a more blu
[110] oriented tip with a single apex atom. The resul
differ in the details, but the overall behavior is the same

As the tip approaches the surface, the tip is stretch
due to the attractive, adhesive forces acting betwe
tip and surface. Furthermore, the atoms in the surfa
below the tip apex are displaced towards the tip. The
relaxations imply that the actual separation between
and surface is smaller than if the tip and surface we
static. Approximately1

4 of the total shortening of the tip-
surface distance is provided by an increase of the bo
length between the apex atom and the four atoms in
next layer of the tip. The relaxations of the atoms
the rest of the tip contribute with approximately1

2 , and
the remaining 1

4 arises from the displacements of th
surface atoms. The largest total deformation displacem
is 1.0 Å immediately after the jump which occurs at a
unrelaxed separation of3.2 Å. The relaxations just before
the jump are approximately half of those after the jum
The actual tip-surface distance is shown in Fig. 2(a) as
function of the unrelaxed tip-surface distance.

In Fig. 2(b), we show the conductance calculated in t
case of a Au tip and a Au surface. The dashed curve sho
how a saturation of the conductance begins to set in, in
case of a static tip atom, which corresponds to a decreas
fap for decreasing tip-surface distance. This is equivale
to the result obtained by Lang [8]. When the relaxation
are included (full curve), the saturation is compensated
by the attraction of the tip atom towards the surface ove
distance of about1 Å. At a closer approach, the relaxation
effect even dominates so that the conductance increa
slightly faster than exponentially before the jump to conta
appears. This last behavior is observed in Pt break junct
experiments at low temperature (1.3 K) [25]. The reason
why this is not observed at room temperature may be th
the jump to contact can occur farther from the surfac
This can be caused either by thermal fluctuations,
observed in the simulations, or because activated proces
which are not described on the time scale of the molecu
1487
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dynamics simulations become possible as the tempera
is raised.

In conclusion, by measuring the variations inboth It

and Vt, we have found that the apparent barrier heig
fap stays constant as a function of tip surface distan
all the way to point contact. This contradicts the earli
theoretical prediction obtained with a static model of th
STM junction, thatfap decreases with decreasing ga
width. Since we find the same functional dependence
all the metals investigated, Ni, Pt, and Au, we can exclu
that conductance contributions fromd electrons can be the
cause of a nondecreasingfap, as previously suggested fo
the case of Ir [6]. Instead we have shown that we c
account for the experimental findings by including th
strong attractive forces between tip and surface at sm
gap widths. These forces cause the actual tip-surfa
distance to decrease faster than dictated by thez-piezo
element, and therefore the conductance rises faster t
expected in a static model. The distance depende
of fap is thus seen to be inevitably connected to th
tip-surface interaction. However, since the tunnelin
parameters used in the present study cover a br
range of STM experiments, the findings are of gene
interest. For instance they demonstrate that a quantita
description of STM images on metal surfaces, e.g., t
ability to account for the measured corrugation heigh
and their variation withz, must include the effects of tip-
surface interactions [26–28]. Furthermore, it is obvio
that the relaxations in the junction play a crucial role fo
the ability to push and drag species on metal surfaces
the field of atomic manipulation [29].
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